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About the Design for Impact Summit

Imagining the Maroochydore City Centre in 2050

Welcome to the inaugural Design for Impact Summit - a two-day design thinking immersion experience 
for Senior Primary students, where, as ‘future thinkers’, they will imagine, design and prototype the 
Maroochydore City Centre for 2050.

Building on Flinders’ Primary School’s i-Impact program, the Design for Impact Summit aims to develop 
a deeper engagement and understanding of the design thinking process for students to apply to their 
learning within future i-Impact units. Learning through the Round Square Ideal of Democracy, the 
students experience active democratic participation and the power of collective decision making. Local 
community members with specific industry expertise join our students to disrupt their thinking in order to 
empathise with different stakeholders during the design process. 

Referencing Sunshine Coast Council Design Strategy Principles, the event is intended to showcase a 
best practice model for youth engagement and consultation in the design of the future Sunshine Coast, 
thereby addressing the vision of the Sunshine Coast Community Strategy 2019-2041 to build healthy, 
vibrant, inclusive, connected, and creative communities. It is hoped that it may be a catalyst for further 
design-led, community-focused programs and the development of a Sunshine Coast Council Youth 
Strategy to ensure young people are actively engaged, empowered and celebrated on the Sunshine 
Coast. 

The Design for Impact Summit grew out of an ongoing dialogue with Dr Natalie Wright from QUT School 
of Design, Faculty of Creative Industries who is Co-Lead of the QUT Design Lab Design-led Learning & 
Practice Research Group. It is modelled on previous programs conceived and facilitated by Les Hooper, 
former HOD Art and Design from Kelvin Grove State College. These were namely the 2014 G20 Cultural 
Program Design Minds 2-Day City Workshop + Exhibition, and the 2016 QPAC Out of the Box Festival 
K-8 Symposium, both held at the State Library of Queensland. During the Summit, Dr Wright will run 
concurrent professional learning sessions for attending teachers to further their understanding and 
application of design thinking for contemporary learning. 

The Design for Impact Summit is the first event as part of a larger ongoing research collaboration with 
QUT Faculties of Creative Industries and Education, and Matthew Flinders Anglican College Primary 
School. This collaboration will explore the impact of design-led learning approaches and environments, 
and the role of design thinking in facilitating the development of new ways of working for a productive 
future workforce. In 2021, a Masters student will work with teachers to investigate the value of design 
thinking in enhancing the capabilities and self-efficacy of primary teachers.

Stuart Meade | Principal, Matthew Flinders Anglican College
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About the Design Thinking Process

“To succeed in this ever-changing world, students need to think like entrepreneurs: 
resourceful, flexible, creative, and global.” - Professor Yong Zao, 
University of Kansas

Building an entrepreneurial generation requires curiosity, creativity and empathy, where students are 
motivated and have the essential skills and knowledge needed to turn their interests into actions by 
developing innovative solutions that contribute positively to society in an ever-changing world. It also 
requires mindsets which embrace ambiguity, experimentation, radical collaboration and agency.

Our Flinders’ Primary School’s innovative i-Impact program, which integrates the HASS, Science 
and Technology curriculums, involves students in real-life projects focused on cultural, social and 
environmental entrepreneurship. Underpinning such an approach is the design thinking process where 
students learn to view the world differently as they dig deeper to the root cause of complex problems.

The design thinking process begins with understanding through empathy and other key social-emotional 
skills. Considering multiple perspectives and identifying the multiple connections within and among 
issues helps people to develop empathy and compassion while designing solutions. Gaining a deeper 
insight into the problem calls for research and identifying resources in order to define the specific problem 
to solve. Working collaboratively to communicate ideas that have the greatest potential to address 
the problem results in validation of the most promising idea to prototype. After building the prototype, 
testing determines how successful the designed solution was in solving the identified problem. Using 
the feedback based on the testing, new iterations are created for retesting demonstrating the fluidity and 
nonlinear nature of the process.
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Design for Impact Summit Program

DAY 1: TUESDAY, 6 OCTOBER

8:15am Teacher and Mentor Orientation
Roles and Overview of Day 1

8:30am Students Arrive
8:40am Welcome - Dr Natalie Wright, QUT School of Design

● Acknowledgement of Country - Lyndon Davis, Gubbi Gubbi Artist, Educator 
   and Cultural Performer
● Workshop introduction
● Introduction of program hosts - Leighann Ness Wilson, Educator, Designer and 
   Founder, Create Ed and Justin Hill, Design Educator and Consultant 

SESSION 1 
8:55am 

9:30am

Session 1

EMPATHISE
Orientation
Introduction to site, team allocations and project brief
“What’s your 2050?”
Indigenous Significance of the Site - Lyndon Davis 

Design Thinking 
Design Process
i-Impact at Matthew Flinders Anglican College

Inspiration:
How do you design a city? 
Phil Smith, Architect and Urban Designer - Gomango Architects
What does a city of 2050 need?
‘Imagine if…’

DEFINE
Guiding values of a city
Sarah Chalkley, Manager, Design and Placemaking - Sunshine Coast Council
Sunshine Coast design principles and video messages
Rules of brainstorming

City nitty gritty
Mayor appointment, Ministerial roles determined, Visions for 2050
● Climate and lifestyle
● Environment and sustainability
● Culture, arts and heritage
● Built environment
● Health and wellbeing

10:10am Morning Tea
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DAY 1: TUESDAY, 6 OCTOBER

SESSION 2
10:40am DEFINE

Ministerial meeting #1
Determine visions for 2050

Sketching challenge

Mayoral Announcement - Our 2050 vision statements

11:15am

11:15am

Teacher breakout #1
Design thinking for teachers: Embedding school-wide design thinking approaches

IDEATE
Built environment ministerial meeting 
Schematic masterplan determined
Visualisations and sketching 
Gallery walk
Collaborative ideation in teams

11:50am PROTOTYPE
Define and discuss prototyping
Prototype
Teams design, fabricate and place buildings (provisionally) on site
Creative hijack #1
Design thinking is hijacked by unexpected scenario/challenge
Prototype
Teams design, fabricate and place buildings (provisionally) on site

12:50pm Lunch
SESSION 3
1:30pm Prototype

Teams design, fabricate and place buildings on site
Creative hijack #2
Materials selection challenge
Ideate
Discuss the cyclic nature of the Design Process
Prototype
Teams design, fabricate and place buildings on site

TEST
Map pieces come together

2:45pm

3:00pm

REFLECT
Day 1 Evaluation and Wrap-Up

Participants Depart
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DAY 2: WEDNESDAY, 7 OCTOBER

8:15am Teacher and Mentor Orientation
Roles and Overview of Day 1

8:30am 
 

Students Arrive 

8:40am Welcome and Overview of Day
Day 1 reflections, Day 2 goals

SESSION 1
9:00am EMPATHISE

Inspiration
How do you design built environment?
Liza Neil, Principal Architect - Urban Design Unit, Sunshine Coast Council
What do buildings of 2050 need?

IDEATE
Teams collaborate on ideas for built environment

PROTOTYPE
Teams design, fabricate and place buildings on site

DEFINE
Creative hijack #3
Ministers meeting
Determine inclusions for each portfolio
● Climate and lifestyle
● Environment and sustainability 
● Culture, arts and heritage
● Built environment 
● Health and wellbeing

DAY 2 MAYOR ANNOUNCED
Mayoral Announcement: inclusions assigned to teams 

Ideate
Teams consult with other groups, exchange ideas and revise build
Prototype  
Teams design, fabricate and place buildings on site

10:10am Morning Tea
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DAY 2: WEDNESDAY, 7 OCTOBER

SESSION 2
10:40am

11:00 - 11:45am

TEST 
Prototype 
Teams design, fabricate and place buildings on site
Creative hijack #4
Design thinking is hijacked by unexpected scenario/challenge
Prototype
Teams design, fabricate and place buildings on site

Teacher breakout #2
Design Thinking in Action: Design for Impact Summit Pedagogy + Practice

12:50pm Lunch
SESSION 3
1:30pm TEST

Prototype
Final fabrications and installations
Clean up and prepare for guests

Team reflections
Sharing and feedback within teams and whole group
City-guides appointed

Guided city
Mayor welcomes visitors to the opening of the city vision
Formalities - Dr Natalie Wright (QUT Design Lab)

2:50pm Conclusion
Thanks and acknowledgements - Principal, Stuart Meade
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About the Workshop Leaders
Dr Natalie Wright

Dr Natalie Wright is a Senior Lecturer and co-leads the Design-
led Learning & Practice stream of the QUT Design Lab Design for 
Creative and Resilient Communities Program in the QUT Faculty of 
Creative Industries, School of Design. With extensive experience as 
a commercial Interior Designer and Fellow of the Design Institute 
of Australia (DIA), she has performed multiple design advocacy 
leadership roles, including a two-year secondment to the State Library



of Queensland (SLQ) as Manager of the Asia Pacific Design Library 
(APDL), and collaboration on its Design Minds website for educators, 
which won a Good Design Australia Award in 2018. In 2014 at 
SLQ, Natalie partnered with Kelvin Grove State College to host the 
inaugural “Design Minds 2-Day City Workshop + Exhibition” for 105 
Grade 5/6/7 students from 21 south-east Queensland schools as part 
of the Queensland Government G20 Cultural Celebrations Program. 

Natalie’s considerable background in significant urban and regional, 
state/local government funded informal design-led education 
collaborations drives her community-engaged research exploring 
design thinking and design-led innovation approaches in educational 
contexts for both students and educators at all levels, as a framework 
for lifelong learning and adaptivity in the twenty-first century. Current 
research is investigating opportunities to scale up primary/secondary 
teachers’ capacity to teach creativity, innovation and enterprise 
through design thinking in curriculum, and the facilitation of design 
expertise for transformational change in diverse industries. 

Leighann Ness Wilson

Leighann is an experienced designer and educator with over 10 years’ 
experience in the design industry both locally and internationally. 
Leighann has been a primary Technologies Teacher in Residence and 
was the inaugural STEAM Education Officer at QUT The Cube.  

Leighann has delivered educational workshops for and on behalf 
of the State Library of Queensland, Queensland University of 
Technology, Australian Catholic University, Queensland Art Teachers 
Association, the Design and Technology Teachers Association, 
Adolescent Success and Flying Arts. Leighann is currently researching 
the impact of design thinking in primary education and is a lecturer 
in Primary Technologies and Science Education at ACU where she 
promotes creativity and an interdisciplinary approach across the 
curriculum. 

Justin Hill

Justin is a Design Technologies Teacher with 20 years’ experience. 
During that time, he has developed an understanding and passion 
for design thinking within education. Justin has shared that passion 
at a variety of state, national and international conferences. He has 
also shared his knowledge and experience in workshops for staff 
and parents. Inspired by the inaugural 2Day City Workshop, Justin 
partnered with Brisbane Airport Corporation to run a series of Design 
Symposiums for primary school students to design the Brisbane 
airport of the future. In his previous role, Justin set up a ‘Possibility 
Hub’ (a Primary School Design building) and designed and ran a 
design program for primary school students including pre-Prep 
students. Justin was an inaugural Design Minds Ambassador for 
the Asia Pacific Design Library and has a belief that design thinking 
should be taught as early as possible in schools.
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About the Workshop Facilitators
Trudi Edwards, Head of Primary, Matthew Flinders 
Anglican College

Trudi Edwards is Head of Primary at Matthew Flinders Anglican 
College, having joined the College in January 2018. Prior, Trudi 
worked in leadership roles at leading independent schools in 
Brisbane, Perth and New Zealand. Key roles include at St Margaret’s 
Anglican Girls School as Assistant Head of Primary, and at Anglican 
Church Grammar School as Deputy Head of Curriculum. Trudi also 
contributed to Perth’s esteemed day and boarding school for boys, 
Hale School, as Head of Primary School Curriculum. Trudi holds a 
Diploma of Primary Teaching and a Bachelor of Education with the 
Queensland University of Technology. She completed her Masters of 
Education at The University of Queensland and has also contributed 
journal articles focused on pedagogy and innovation in curriculum 
to CSM Learn, The Centre for Innovation, Research, Creativity 
and Leadership in Education. Trudi has a keen interest in ensuring 
students develop the skills and character required for excelling both 
at school and in their future. She has made it a priority to embed 
design thinking into the fabric of how teachers and students address 
problems and issues. Trudi is deeply committed to developing design 
thinking capabilities throughout Flinders’ Primary School in authentic 
and innovative ways.  

Debbie Planck, Head of Learning and Teaching, Primary, Matthew 
Flinders Anglican College

Debbie Planck is the Head of Learning and Teaching, Primary at 
Matthew Flinders Anglican College. Throughout her more than 13 
years in leadership roles at Flinders, Debbie has inspired, led and 
supported her teaching colleagues through a myriad of educational 
changes around curriculum and pedagogy. Initiatives Debbie has 
either created or contributed to include the i-Impact Approach; Ready 
For… differentiation program across Prep to Year 6; the Outdoor 
Classroom for learning in the open-air; the Approach to Learning 
dispositional criteria for being a positive learner; as well as the 
overarching pedagogical and professional focus for teaching staff 
across Flinders from Prep to Year 12.  
Informed by the College’s Strategic Plan, Debbie is firmly focused on 
the guiding statements for educating our students for excellence in 
learning and life. Building a culture of deep learning, underpinned by 
foundational skills and knowledge, Debbie has led the implementation 
of the i-Impact program at Flinders to encourage entrepreneurship, 
citizenship and creativity. The program, underpinned by the design 
thinking process, has resulted in students learning in entrepreneurial 
contexts to address real world issues and develop solutions that 
make a difference to others. Debbie is currently working on expanding 
the i-Impact program into all year levels and applying the design 
thinking process to leadership to address the ‘wicked problems’ that 
need well designed solutions.
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About the local Community Members 
with Specific Industry Expertise
Lyndon Davis

Lyndon is a Gubbi Gubbi artist, educator and cultural performer. 
Raised on the Sunshine Coast by his grandmother, Lyndon’s arts 
practice represents his deep connection to country and depicts 
stories of his region’s flora and fauna and creation stories. 
Lyndon works with schools to deliver cultural awareness and also 
operates the successful Gubbi Gubbi Dance Troupe. Lyndon was 
awarded the Senior Fellowship Award from the University of the 
Sunshine Coast to honour his services over the last 15 years.

Sarah Chalkley

Sarah has worked as a landscape architect at the three levels of 
government, for the Australian National Botanic Gardens, in the 
private sector and a few universities. She has a passion for building 
community pride through the design and development of memorable 
civic spaces - namely major parks, foreshores and streetscapes. 
Sarah is the Manager, Design and Placemaking with Sunshine Coast 
Council and was involved in the development of Sunshine Coast 
Design, a resource for design professionals, developers, home 
owners, builders and council to guide decision making and inspire 
design that fits with the Sunshine Coast.

Phil Smith

Phil Smith is an architect and urban designer and Principal of 
Gomango Architects, with 27 years’ experience across a wide range 
of significant urban projects. He works comfortably between macro 
and micro scales and has peer-recognised skills at developing and 
integrating place-based design ideas and narratives into new urban 
centres. Phil is an advisor to State and Local governments and has 
made a 10-year contribution to Sunshine Coast Council’s Urban 
Design Advisory Panel (UDAP). In 2020 he was selected to be part of 
Council’s Community Strategy Leadership Team and is also Director 
of Creative Arts Alliance Ltd – a NFP company that delivers arts 
services to the SEQ sector in partnership with Arts Queensland. He 
is currently working with Indigenous landowners to design a new 
township at Wangetti in FNQ as part of an international tourism 
recreation trail from Cairns to Port Douglas, to be built by the 
Queensland Government (DITID).

Liza Neil

Liza is the Principal Architect in an Urban Design Unit at Sunshine 
Coast Council and has 35 years’ experience in architecture, 
education, business and industry, working with and inspiring clients, 
students, community and professional groups to initiate, plan and 
shape ideas for practical change.
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Since commencing with Council in April 2017, Liza has focused 
on enhancing the built environment through the application and 
interpretation of the Sunshine Coast Planning Scheme. 
Liza is a regular tertiary and adult educator and uses her design,
leadership and strategic skills to galvanise and lead her community 
towards better design outcomes and was the Queensland 
representative for passive, sustainable building design in the research 
and online collaboration for the 2013 Beyond Zero Building Plan. Her 
work has been recognised within the profession and by SCEC in 2010 
when she received a ‘Froggy’ for Climate Change Mitigation and Cool 
Schools.

Jodie Kenny

Jodie is one of the captains of the 2020 National Hockey Squad and 
has played more than 220 games for the Hockeyroos since debuting 
in 2011. Jodie has competed in two Olympic Games (London, 2012 
and Rio, 2016), has won a Commonwealth Games Gold Medal 
(Glascow, 2014) and a Silver Medal (Gold Coast, 2018), and won a 
Silver Medal at the Hockey World Cup in 2014.

Jodie  believes that sport can shape a person’s life for the better, not 
only for the physical benefits but also the academic, social, emotional 
and psychological benefits that can be gained by participating in 
sport. In her new role at Flinders as Director of Hockey, she hopes to 
bring her wealth of knowledge of hockey, along with an understanding 
of what it takes to become an elite athlete, how to set goals, and how 
to manage and juggle commitments from sport through to academics.

Morag Gamble

For the past 25 years, Morag Gamble has led programs as a Global 
Permaculture Ambassador, working across 22 countries. She has 
also taught local food systems and permaculture education in 
communities and universities around the globe - most recently at 
Schumacher College in England and through a Food Politics course 
at Griffith University, Queensland.

Morag is the founder of the Permaculture Education Institute with 
students on six continents, and the Executive Director of the Ethos 
Foundation, a small permaculture charity which has just funded a 
women’s self help group in West Africa to run free permaculture 
education. She co-founded Northey Street City Farm and the 
Australian City Farm and Community Garden Network.
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Megan Williams

Megan is Manager of USC Art Gallery, Sunshine Coast where she 
is responsible for the development and delivery of the Art Gallery’s 
program and the acquisition, care and development of the USC Art 
Collection. In 2019-2020 she led a major redevelopment 
of the Gallery. She joined USC in 2016 after 10 years’ at QUT 
working in a range of curatorial and programming roles across QUT 
Art Museum, the William Robinson Gallery, the Creative Industries 
Precinct and The Cube. She is the Vice-President of the Sunshine 
Coast Creative Alliance.

Justin Costanzo

Justin is the Director of Construction and Operations with Integral 
Construction, a dynamic and respected construction company 
which specialises in large commercial construction projects in South 
East Queensland and northern NSW with the aim of delivering first 
class, quality building projects. Justin has an astute knowledge of 
construction management and building techniques and is ultimately 
responsible for the delivery of projects. Before joining Integral, 
Justin worked with Civil & Civic/Lend Lease in various project 
management roles.

Marcus Edwards

Marcus is an educator who works with schools and organisations 
across Australia and New Zealand. He is currently undertaking 
research into the relationship between justice and education for his 
PhD and is interested in the ways in which people live well together 
in the places of which they are a part. He is the Managing Director of 
Liminal Education.


